Tunnel Terrace replacement
of existing egg sewer
Overview:
Site Location:

>> Newport South Wales

Client:

>> Welsh Water

Contract Value:

>> £150.604

Programme

>>8 weeks

Lewis Civil Engineering were appointed as the Principal
Contractor (PC) by DCWW under the CDM Regulations 2015
to carryout work involving the replacement of
approximately 170mm of a 560x510mm egg sewer at 4.56m depth, by means of traditional open cut methods and
15m carried out using structural lining techniques through
the back gardens of Tunnel Terrace. Works commenced on
the 8th September. The 560mmx510mm brick sewer had
failed on three occasions over 12-16 months prior to Lewis
civil engineering completing the works.
Lewis carried out a detailed record of condition including
identifying the different species of plants and record exactly
where they were enabling them to reinstate the gardens to
their previous condition.
Due to the depths involved we engaged a third party
designer to undertake an independent temporary works
design check in accordance with our standard procedures.
The pipeline was renewed and relined to an impressive
standard and all laterals picked up and accounted for.
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A detailed camera survey was carried out in order
to capture all laterals connected to the existing egg
sewer from the adjacent properties.

Tunnel Terrace replacement
of existing egg sewer
Due to previous issues the residents of Tunnel Terrace
had encountered, their gardens were prone to flooding
and sliding in adverse weather conditions. Lewis Civil
Engineering constructed a series of boundary retaining
walls, in order to prevent this issue re-occurring in the
future. By doing so, the Terrace was not only put back as
it original was, but also improved by addressing this issue
during the reinstatement stages of the scheme.
The site teams’ efforts and ability to build public relations
and make the residents not only feel at ease, but
confident to voice their opinion to the team, was key to
the success of the job.
The construction phase of the scheme was a success and the
site was handed over for commissioning to budget.
The scheme did over-run the programme by 3 weeks. This was
a result of the Lewis/DCWW teams efforts to not only address
the issues relating to the existing egg sewer failing, but
prevention of flooding issues, ensuring they met all residents
expectations, plus exceeded them throughout the project.
The works were completed to a high quality with an excellent
standard of reinstatement achieved, leaving the residents of
Tunnel Terrace extremely grateful for the effort and detail the
site team put into each residents garden.
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